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Abstract 

Cambodia is one of the oldest and the most trusted of China’s alliance. Chi-
nese foreign assistance has influenced in interests of politics, strategics and 
economics. This article seeks to explore the close interaction of China’s for-
eign financial aid influences and contributions in respect to economic infra-
structure development on economic growth. Methods: Using in-depth inter-
views with twelve key experts’ participants are conducted and transcribed by 
the author. The data analysis is employed thematic analysis and using Nvivo 
10 are used to analysis, all interviews are transcribed by the author number of 
codes in systematic way by reducing data from the codes and then develop 
themes from the codes. Results: Chinese foreign assistance in respect to eco-
nomic infrastructure development has increased contributions to economic 
interests and economic growth in short run and long run in Cambodia. Chi-
nese foreign assistance to Cambodia contributes to mutual complementary 
interests in economic prosperity and on economic growth. Conclusions: 
Chinese foreign assistance has positive contributions to economic growth, 
despite 20 percent of participants are concerned over Chinese financial assis-
tance on some low quality of economic infrastructure development. 
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Chinese Financial Development Assistance,  
Economic Infrastructure Development, Economic Interests, Economic Growth 

 

1. Introduction 

All economic and social infrastructures were an indispensable foundation of so-
cio-economic development. Long term of civil wars was rendered and left Cam-
bodia with ruined physical infrastructure as roads, irrigation systems and 
bridges. Most roads and bridges were being built and many of them funded via 
Chinese financial development assistance. China actually has been funding va-
riety of development projects throughout Cambodia. Chinese investment in 
Cambodian infrastructure has been substantial. For example, Chinese firms have 
reportedly invested more than $1.6 billion to build six dams in the kingdom 
(Open Development Cambodia, 8 December 2015) [1]. 

Generally, China helped a lot of construction of roads, bridges and electricity. 
According to Dr. Mey is a senior adviser to the Cambodia government’s Su-
preme National Economic Council stressed and averred that without financial 
assistance from China, Cambodia may encounter so many issues [2].  

Infrastructures, China has scaled up its military aid for improving capacity 
military, infrastructure, and material for modernization. China and Cambodia 
military have been to the level cooperation of joining military exercises in many 
times and used real weapons and Beijing promised new military aid. Chinese 
foreign aid is often undermined and categorized as rouge aid that guided by re-
ceipt need and the aid has driven China’s interest alone. This article is to explore 
Chinese foreign aid is often complicated. Foreign aid has influenced on eco-
nomic development and economic growth. Foreign development aid has played 
roles as pros and cons of economic development among nations. There has an 
extensive literature review on distribution of foreign aid by Western aid donors 
were emphasized on development aid was often financed for political purposes 
rather than economic reasons [3] [4] [5] [6].  

The purpose of this study is to assess and analyses Chinese foreign assistance 
contribution on economic growth in respect to economic infrastructure devel-
opment (roads, bridges, irrigation systems, and other physical infrastructures) 
on economic growth. In overall, to assess and analyses China’s foreign assistance 
has positively contributed to economic growth in Cambodia. For this study is 
considered to assess Chinese foreign assistance and economic growth from 2010 
to 2019 as Cambodia and China were signed as a Comprehensive Strategic Co-
operative Partnership.  

This research article seeks to analyses the gaps how has Chinese foreign aid in 
respect to economic infrastructure development contributed to economic 
growth in Cambodia. In addition, some policy recommendations will be ad-
vanced in order for Cambodia to seek a well-balanced position in conducting 
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foreign policy and to catch the most national interests in the clad-iron relations 
between Cambodia and China. Limitation of this study is in concepts of China’s 
foreign aid in infrastructure development and economic growth. 

This paper is uniquely contributed to exiting discussion on Chinese foreign 
assistance in respect to economic infrastructure development contributions to 
economic growth in Cambodia. Given China’s aid and controversies involvements 
have evoked in Cambodia, some key questions are being asked: How has Chi-
nese foreign aid in respect to economic infrastructure development contributed 
to economic growth in Cambodia?” The rest of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. Section covers a related literature review, and then on section of main 
findings, section of discussion on the results and conclusion and recommenda-
tions. 

2. Related Literature Review 

2.1. Defining Foreign Aid 

Foreign aid was defined as a public transferring fund among countries which 
were referred to a tool of foreign policy. Foreign aid was also two approaches, 
bilateral aid, multilateral aid, to non-governmental aid, technical aid was in-
volved. In other, foreign aid was called as an “official development assistance 
(ODA)” which defined by the DAC of OECD as “concessional funding given to 
developing countries and to multilateral institutions, and provided by official 
agencies”. As funding should be met the two main objectives: administration on 
the promotion of the economic improvement and welfare of developing reci-
pient countries, and other is concessional character and contains a grant element 
at least twenty five percent (Sun, 2014; Br as cited in [7]. Chinese foreign assis-
tance moved in a positive direction without abandoning its defining characteristics 
[8]. This study is used terms of interchanges of Chinese foreign assistance, Chi-
nese foreign aid, China financial aid, China financial development and China 
aid. 

2.2. Dependency Theory 

Cambodia and China are dependent on each other since early the beginning of 
Cold War up to present. Cambodia was a compliant alliance of China ever since 
it was clear that mutual benefits were existed. For China, any nation-state that 
actively further the Chinese regional strategic agenda welcomed as a friend. Evi-
dently, China’s potential utility in shaping its ally’s economy was argued that 
China should continue to play a vital role in Cambodia. Through a study was 
covered an array of scholarly and media sources. The article was attempted to 
elucidate some of the Sino-Cambodian linkages and the mutual interests were 
linked. And then the paper was revealed a brief account of the historical binding 
between the two countries. An analysis of the mechanisms, motivations, and 
subsidiary actions were designed to solidify strategic interests, and the potential 
consequences of such actions [9]. 
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In early foreign aid, the history of modern foreign aid and colonialism were in 
many ways intertwined. Infrastructures were built under British rule were to 
transport primary commodities in southern and eastern Africa [10]. Main objec-
tives and priorities of China’s assistance were dependent on different regions. 
The level of its support of different states was varied across issue areas. It was 
primarily driven by its changing economic interest. In the long term interests, 
Cambodia were developed economic infrastructures were required to sustain in-
clusive commerce and all forms of inclusive development, inflows of aid can 
promote economic growth [10] [11] [12]. Transferring the use of new and ad-
vanced technology in building the new infrastructure of Cambodia that are faci-
litating and increasing and economic infrastructure have contributed to eco-
nomic growth by increasing domestic investment [13] [14] [15]. 

China has been the strongest supporter for developing infrastructure such as 
roads, bridges, and public buildings, without attaching conditions. It is however 
important to note that it is in China’s national interests and Cambodia’s eco-
nomic development and development assistance with commercial investment 
and trade managements [16] [17] [18]. The level of foreign support is primarily 
driven by its changing economic interest and aid on primary education has posi-
tive and significant on economic growth [19] [20] [21]. 

But the finding does not depend on assumptions about the functional form of 
the aid-growth relationship, does not arise from a handful of influential observa-
tions and is not an object of mean reversion [22]. Financial aid to poor demo-
cratic recipient countries is led to better economic growth and increasing capital 
inflows [23] [24]. 

Foreign aid is more effective improving economic growth and good gover-
nance [25]. The results were claimed that non-technical assistance has no statis-
tically significant impact on growth; but technical assistance has a positive and 
significant impact, except in countries where it is highly fragmented [26] [27]. 
Bilateral aid is concluded to negative conclusion on economic growth [28]. Chi-
nese foreign aid and economic growth, traditionally, most of foreign aid efforts 
seem to be designed mainly to scale up economic growth in receipt countries. 
However, there is no positive correlation between foreign aid and economic 
growth. Economic development as major goals for foreign aid has resulted 
mainly donor countries less explicit specified to their political motivation rather 
than economic objectives (Lin 1993). [29] these results are variable that it is un-
decided it is increase or decrease of foreign aid on economic growth [30]. The 
results of foreign aid and economic growth are inversely related while domestic 
savings seem to have been supplemented by aid [31] [32] [33]. 

The article also found that any technology has transferred in the dam and 
power grids of economic infrastructures were required to meet the real of stra-
tegic position in needs of going beyond hardware and focusing more on the 
transferring of expertise, skills and knowledge to enabling short term and long 
term sustainable development [34]. Chinese foreign aid to Cambodia, Cambodia 
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was decided to develop highly in needed and demanded infrastructures are in-
cluded roads, bridges, irrigation systems, and power grids [35]. 

China economic assistance to Cambodia has not only promote economic de-
velopment but social development as well. China economic assistance has been 
made in many forms. These economic assistances are offered through grants, 
loans, concessional loans and free interest loans. These short of loans are aimed 
at building economic infrastructures such as roads, bridges, railways, seaports. 
This has been claimed repeatedly by Prime Minister Hun Sen China aid has a 
huge contribution to economic growth in Cambodia [36]. 

Aid-financed-government in public goods were included public infrastruc-
tures, education and health had a fundamental way through in which foreign aid 
was contributed to achieve largely development impacts and outcomes and in 
the long run whether it was success or failure was depended on capacity of in-
stitution to overcome challenges [37]. China has offered aid to Africa in social 
and economic development [38]. The results of empirical study indicated that 
China’s foreign aid on infrastructure aid can effectively promote economic 
growth in recipient countries [39]. South Asia has been an important destination 
of foreign aid over the past decades. Economic infrastructure development in 
South Asian countries and the volume of aid has tremendously increased in re-
cent years [40]. 

3. Method 

This study used the qualitative method as in-depth interviews [41] [42]. The 
study defined purposeful sampling was a technique widely used in qualitative 
research for identification and selection information rich cases for most use of 
limited resources [43] and where I conducted interviews with 12 key experts’ 
participants. The sampling was comprehensively consulted with my with disser-
tation supervisors and selected to seek for interviewing with targeted selected 
participants who are researchers, head of lecturers and policy makers with most 
relevant expertise dealing with foreign aid, foreign development assistance and 
particular, Chinese foreign aid from public and non-public sectors while 2 of 
respondents were not to reach to interview because an endorsement letter was 
required to reach to hand of the top decision makers, Covid-19 spike and the 
topic is a bit sensitive. Each participant was conducted in face-to-face interviews 
and about 40 minutes for a participant that it is supported by the researcher was 
required to build confidence and rapport and generates rich data. The schedule 
of interviews was required the study used purposed sampling technique and 
length of interviewed last about 30 - 60 minutes [44].  

This analysis is employed thematic analysis in which counts number of codes 
in systematic way by reducing data from the codes and then develop themes 
from the codes. And it was using Nvivo 10 for analysis for an extensive literature 
review on China’s foreign aid on economic growth. The interviews are con-
ducted with experts from relevant government officials, UN’s agencies and Re-
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search Institutes as well as Universities’ lecturers and thus represent the perspec-
tive of different stakeholders. Unfortunately, the author was requested for inter-
views but 2 of participants were declined to participate. The interviews were 
conducted in Cambodia and then translated by myself.  

4. Main Findings 

China aid or financial assistance as grant in infrastructure’s development were 
included bridges, roads, and agricultural infrastructures, schools, hospitals, 
scholarship and vehicles’ gift for civil and military using such as grant in cars for 
national election committee and buses for public transportation and other grant 
for other social services as necessary materials and cash which provided interests 
to Cambodia.  

4.1. China Financial Assistance on Physical Infrastructure  
Development and Economic Growth 

The finding of this study is divided in to two kind of China aid on infrastructure 
development as concessional loans and grant. All participants were claimed that 
China aid as concessional loan on economic infrastructure developments have 
impacted in short term and long-term on economic growth in Cambodia. Less 
than 20 percent participants were claimed that China aid as grant made in a 
form of state to state and some donated by Chinese private donors. 83 percent of 
participants were stated that China aid as grant to Cambodia for development 
government’s infrastructures are included friendship’s buildings (Senate, Par-
liamentary, Council Ministers, schools, hospitals), friendship’s bridges, roads’ 
friendship, humanitarian relief, deb-relief, scholarship and technical assistance 
and natural disasters. But for humanitarian assistance as food relief and mate-
rials are impacted in short term relief and little impact in economic growth. All 
participants were claimed that China grant as physical infrastructures has been 
impacted in short term and long term on economic growth.  

4.2. China’s Financial Assistance as Soft Loan for Civil and Military 
Infrastructure Development  

83 percent of participants were claimed that China financial assistance is called 
soft loan or concessional loan has offered to develop economic infrastructure. 
China soft loan or concessional loan offered with grace period which has 
charged in low interest rate for development major economic infrastructures in 
developing country such as roads, bridges, buildings, irrigation systems and 
railway and cultural infrastructures and social service structures. These short of 
Chinese financial assistances have contributed in short term and long-term eco-
nomic development and economic growth. In other form of infrastructure de-
velopment, almost 20 percent of participants were also claimed that China of-
fered loan for military strategic infrastructure development along the border for 
military mobilities for national defense. China offered loans to Cambodia to 
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build many strategic military infrastructures as belt roads and bridges along 
bordering parts and were built by Cambodian military engineering unit of 
Cambodian national defense.  

Some participants were averred that interests of all short of infrastructures were 
built across major rivers for increasing and improving connection transportation 
and trade of the capital city to different cities and remote regions of the country as 
whole. These infrastructures are connected and encouraged frequencies for trans-
portation from side-to-side connection between people to people for regular trad-
ing and services. These loans were offered to develop all infrastructures have posi-
tive impacted on increasing transportation activities, increasing trading, improv-
ing economic development and increasing economic growth in Cambodia.  

All of participants were averred that China soft loans or concessional loans 
were lent to Cambodia to develop and to expand all economic infrastructures 
such as roads, bridges, railways for improving on compulsory economic sectors. 
These loans brought about accessibility of using infrastructure by all stakehold-
ers that led economic development and economic growth.  

Almost 20 percent participants were claimed Cambodian military aid from 
China in this way, Cambodia needs money to buy, for instance, military clothes 
and materials, inside and outside of Cambodia. There are two types of civil in-
frastructures. One is the sort of civil infrastructure that people use daily and two 
is called military infrastructure which is built by military engineering unit. These 
roads for military travelling and these roads are being developed by Cambodian 
Military Construction of Ministry of National Defense, especially roads along 
bordering belts. 

“If military uses this aid or money to buy goods from China what will impact to 
economic in Cambodia. It is linked to import and export but it is less than military 
use money of China aid to buy some local materials so companies in domestic 
supply more to military demand that leads economic growth” [M8, male, CDRI]. 

“Aid to flood relief, it is an immediate impact to people. Some shorts of aid 
offer to build infrastructures, bridges, roads, buildings and energy sectors. In 
short, China aid has impacted short term on economic growth. [M4, male, 
Cambodian Institute Cooperation and Peace” (CICP)]. 

83 percent of participants were claimed China aid as gifts in some short of in-
frastructures were built for friendship and strengthening bilateral relationship 
have impact but it is insignificant on economic growth.  

This study, China aid was relevant with capability of absorbing skills and 
knowledge transferring Chinese expert. Overall, China aid has positive impact 
on economic growth. First, China grant on capacity building has impacted on 
long term economic growth. In fact, these series of trainings are led to increase 
national productivity. Second, China grant on capacity building has impacted on 
long term economic growth but it is political effects for supporting to China. 
[…]. In fact, China has led study tours for those who get training in China to 
visit drone development and drone testing center and at that situation makes the 
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participants were surprised on how China technology, capability for advancing 
technology and science [M9, male, Royal Academy of Cambodia (RAC)]. 

Some participants were argued some infrastructures were built for friendship 
and strengthening bilateral relationship. Overall, China aid has positive impact 
on economic growth.  

In addition, foreign aid or China aid has impacted long term on economic 
growth. For example, humanitarian relief, aid is an emergent realized. Aid to 
flood relief, it is fast affect to people. Some shorts of aid offer to build infra-
structure, bridges, roads and energy sectors. And then it has positive growth. But 
it is hard to measure unless it is applied econometric tool [M4, male, Cambodian 
Institute Cooperation and Peace (CICP)]. 

The economic infrastructure has positive impacted in short term and long 
term on economic growth but it has to prepare to absorbing capacity [M9, male, 
Royal Academy of Cambodia (RAC)]. 

The finding claims to China aid in form of infrastructures’ development to 
Cambodia makes Cambodian is industrious and productive workers. China aid 
is a crucial capital input through concessional loan that weights and sustains 
economic growth about 7 percent per year.  

For long term, Cambodian can get job and can get some indirect benefits. And 
sometimes, people can get direct benefits such as job creation, income. […]. 
Over the last two decades, it is not only agricultural and industrial sectors but all 
sectors. All these sectors are added together, Cambodia gets 7 percent on eco-
nomic growth [M3, male, Oxford Policy Management (OPM)].  

Findings of this study supports that China aid has in-directed contribution to 
long term economic growth. China aid via China aid as grant for capacity de-
velopment, humanitarian relief, and other infrastructures, power grids and eco-
nomic health for national development to Cambodia. Economic diplomacy, 
economic infrastructure and social infrastructure financial assistance are built 
and strengthening bilateral friendship. In fact, China’s foreign aid has big con-
tribution to Cambodia economic growth through China financial assistance all 
economic infrastructures that Cambodia is highly demanded. China aid has im-
pacted on FDI’s total production factors and contributed to economic growth.  

4.3. Chinese Foreign Assistance Has Directed Impacts on SDG and 
Economic Growth  

83 percent of participants were claimed that all forms of China aid have contri-
buted to national sustainable development goals and economic interests in short 
term and long-term economic growth through economic infrastructures, in-
creasing real estate development, increasing transportation frequencies and cost 
cutting of transportation of goods, increasing trade activities, improving irriga-
tion system for agricultural productivities and expanding power grids.  

“Cambodian economic growth has increased more than 7 percent annually. I 
believe that there bilateral and multilateral aid. Aid offers to Cambodia by World 
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Bank. I believe that China aid has contributed to 7 percent of annual economic 
growth. Many sectors of economy are agricultures, industries, and services. Re-
cently, what I have seen is productions. 83 percent of China aid is offered to 
bridges, roads” [M3, male, Oxford Policy Management (OPM)]. 

China grant as form of developing infrastructures has been impacted in short 
term economic growth and long term on economic growth. China aid as grant in 
humanitarian and natural disaster have insignificant impact in economic 
growth. China grant in training as technical assistance in human resource de-
velopment has brought about increasing skills and knowledge, increasing com-
petencies in institutional, national productivity’s outputs that contributed to all 
short of economic activities in short term and long term on economic growth.  

The main findings of the study of Chinese foreign aid or China financial assis-
tance is offered to major two categories: grant and soft loan or concessional loan. 
Majority of Chinese foreign aid is loan for development physical economic infra-
structures while the rest is China grant for some social infrastructures as buildings 
and stadium, scholarship, human resource development, technical assistance, hu-
manitarian assistance, agricultural assistance, health and national defense. 

It is evidences that can be seen in Table 1 both China grant and China con-
cessional loan in respect to all infrastructure developments has contributed di-
rected, in-directed, short run and long run on economic growth. China aid has a 
positive impact in economic growth.  

As an evidence can be seen China aid foreign aid has contributed to economic 
growth because in the word frequency, the word “economic” and the “growth” 
are seen significant than some other words. In Table 1, the word “economic” is 
ranked in 5th of the top 1000th word. Economic is counted 209 words. It is 
represented 1.65%. In the similar meanings see that from Table 1 “economic, 
economically, economics, save, saves, saving, savings”. In addition, the word 
“growth” is ranked 8th of the top 1000th word. Growth is accounted for 1.50%. 
These mean that China aid is bring about development, emergence, growing, 
growth, increased, increases, increasing, incremental, maturity. In similar 
meanings from Table 1 indicates that “develop, developed, developers, develop-
ing, development, developments, develops, emerged, emergent, growing, 
growth, increase, increased, increases, increasing, incremental, maturity”. In Ta-
ble 1 is indicated the key high frequency word is Infrastructure, it was ranked in 
the top 20th and it has 93 times that was mentioned by participants as percentage 
weighted was 0.70 %.  

It has been seen cleared that from the results of analysis in the word cloud 
from NVivo 10 analysis. In addition, in Figure 1 is about the word clouds, the 
words that can be seen from 83 percent of comments and correlations is fol-
lowed by and up to the least comments and correlations. The words include 
China, Cambodia, aid, infrastructure, economic and growth and then many 
other words. This reveals significant correlations of China aid impacts on eco-
nomic growth.  
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Table 1. Word frequency query is selected words from 1000 out of 16871 words 

Number Word Count Weighed percentage % Similar meanings 

1 china 621 5.45 china, chinas, prc, Taiwan 

2 aid 429 3.45 
aid, aided, aids, assist, assistance, assistances, assisted, assists, care,  

cared, careful, help, helps, tend, tended, tends 

3 Cambodia 362 3.18 Cambodia 

4 government 243 1.65 
administration, administrative, authority, authors, control, controlled, 

governance, governing, government, governments, order, organization, 
organizations, political, politically, politics, regime, regular, rule 

5 economic 209 1.65 
economic, economically, economics, save,  

saves, saving, savings 

6 countries 232 1.56 
area, areas, countries, countries’, country, land, landing, nation,  

national, nations, state, states 

7 need 267 1.52 
ask, asked, asking, asks, demand, demanded, demands, involved,  
involving, motives, need, needs, require, required, requirement,  
requirements, requires, take, takes, taking, want, wanted, wants 

8 growth 255 1.50 
develop, developed, developers, developing, development, developments, 

develops, emerged, emergent, growing, growth, increase, increased,  
increases, increasing, incremental, maturity 

9 good 234 1.11 

depend, depended, dependent, dependents, depending, depends, effect, 
effective, effectiveness, effects, estimate, expert, experts, full, good, goods, 
honorability, honors, just, respect, respected, respects, right, rights, safe, 

security, skill, skillful, skilling, skills, well 

10 development 241 0.98 

develop, developed, developers, developing, development, developments, 
develops, educate, education, exploited, get, gets, getting, growing,  
modern, preparation, prepare, prepared, produce, produced, rise,  

rises, train, trained, training, trainings, trains 

12 loan 110 0.93 lend, lending, lends, loan, loans, loans’ 

13 roads 105 0.92 road, roads, roads’, routes 

14 building 158 0.88 
build, building, buildings, construct, construction, constructions,  

figures, form, forms, frame, make, makes, making, progress,  
progresses 

15 foreign 95 0.81 foreign, outside 

16 Chinese 88 0.77 Chinese 

17 Cambodian 85 0.75 Cambodian, Cambodians 

18 impact 88 0.73 affect, affected, impact, impacted, impacts 

19 people 82 0.71 mass, people, peoples 

20 infrastructure 93 0.70 base, based, infrastructure, infrastructures 

21 one 75 0.66 one, ones 
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Continued  

22 contributed 129 0.65 
bring, brings, contribute, contributed, contributes, contribution,  
contributions, donated, donates, give, giving, lead, leading, leads,  

lend, lending, lends, part, parts, share, shared, shares, sharing 

23 issues 148 0.62 

consequences, cut, cuts, cutting, effect, effective, effectiveness, effects, 
emerged, emergent, issue, issued, issues, number, numbers, outcome,  

outcomes, public, release, released, result, results, return, subject,  
supplied, supplies, supply, take, takes, taking, topic 

24 investment 84 0.62 
clothes, commitment, committed, invest, invested, investment,  

investments, invests, place, places, put 

25 projects 96 0.60 
external, externalize, figures, image, labor, labors, plan, project,  

projects, projects’, proposed, see, seeing, stick, task, visual 

27 term 86 0.57 
condition, conditionalities, conditionality, conditions, price,  

prices, term, terms 

28 use 87 0.57 

applied, apply, applying, consumption, employ, employability,  
employed, employers, employment, exercise, exploited, function,  

functional, habits, purpose, purposes, role, roles, use, used,  
uses, using, victim 

29 interests 87 0.55 
concern, concerned, concerning, concerns, interest, interested,  

interests, involved, involving, occupied 

30 power 99 0.55 
force, forced, forces, might, officers, power, powerful, powers, right,  

rights, strong, strongly, superpower, superpowers, tycoons 

31 products 69 0.51 
generated, generation, product, production, productions, productive, 

productivity, products, profit, profits, rich 

32 military 57 0.50 military 

33 offered 62 0.49 
extended, going, offer, offered, offerings, offers, proposed, provide,  

provided, providing 

39 positive 95 0.41 

advantages, confident, confirm, deposited, favor, located, location,  
locations, officers, perspective, perspectives, place, places, position,  

positioned, positions, positive, post, profit, profits, put, set, sets, side,  
sides, situation, stance, status, view 

40 make 165 0.40 

attained, cause, causes, clear, constitution, cooked, create, created,  
creating, earn, earned, form, forms, gain, gained, gaining, gains, give, 

giving, hold, make, makes, making, name, named, preparation, prepare, 
prepared, produce, produced, reach, reached, realized, realizes, take,  

takes, taking, work, works 

41 national 86 0.40 
communication, communities, community, home, internal,  

international, nation, national, nations, subject 

42 saving 79 0.39 
delivery, economy, keep, keeping, protect, protecting, protection,  

save, saves, saving, savings, write, writes, writing 

44 big 68 0.39 
bad, badly, big, expect, expectations, expected, give, giving, great,  

grown, heavy, liberate 

45 long 44 0.39 long 
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Continued  

47 means 95 0.38 
agencies, agency, base, based, close, closed, closes, import, important, 

imported, intend, mean, means, way, ways 

48 income 45 0.38 enter, income, incomes 

49 state 94 0.38 
declaration, declared, express, formal, position, positioned, positions, 

positive, province, provinces, saying, state, states, submit, tell 

50 point 102 0.38 

aim, aimed, charge, charged, charges, charging, degree, detail, detailed, 
direct, directed, directedly, directly, directs, indicated, indicator, item, 
level, levels, peak, period, place, places, point, points, show, showing, 

shows, stages, target, targeted, targets 

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 

70 political 68 0.30 
affairs, civil, culture, cultures, diplomatic, opinion, political, politically, 

politics, respect, sentiment, smooth, thought, view 

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 

997 pooling 1 0.01 pooling 

998 poorer 1 0.01 poorer 

999 preah 1 0.01 preah 

1000 prekadam 1 0.01 prekadam 

  16,871 97.86  

Source: Author Analysis, Some Word Frequency Query is selected from 1000 out of 16871 words from data analysis by using Nvivo 10. 

 

 
Figure 1. The picture is about the key words of word cloud, Chinese foreign aid, politics, 
and economic growth in Cambodia. 
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4.4. Chinese Foreign Aid as Grant in Economic Infrastructure and 
Social Infrastructure and Economic Growth  

China grant is offered to develop some government friendship infrastructures 
which are some buildings, bridges and roads. All participants were claimed that 
China grant to develop some buildings and bridges has strengthening in bilateral 
relations and has a little impact on short term economic growth. But Chinese 
grant to develop physical infrastructures has contributed in long term economic 
growth.  

4.5. Chinese Foreign Aid as Concessional Loan and Economic 
Growth 

First, China concessional loan is lent to Cambodia for economic infrastructure 
development. These physical economic infrastructures are bridges, roads, rail-
way, irrigation systems and others. 83 percent of participants were endorsed that 
China loan as big capital inflows has contributed in short term economic growth 
and these economic infrastructures have impacted in long-term economic growth. 
Second, China grants and China concessional loan has in-directed impacted on 
foreign direct investment (FDI) by increasing investors because Cambodia has 
got good enough economic infrastructures has developed by Chinese financial 
assistance (grant and concessional loan) brought about billions of US dollars as 
capital inflows and created big employment to Cambodia. China aid has in-directed 
impact on FDI and has a significant contribution to short term and long-term 
economic growth.  

5. Discussion  

5.1. Chinese Foreign Aid as Grant and Economic Growth  

China grant is offered to develop some government friendship infrastructures 
which are some buildings, bridges and roads. All participants were claimed that 
China grant to develop some buildings and bridges has strengthening in bilateral 
relations and has a little impact on short term economic growth. But Chinese 
grant to develop physical infrastructures has contributed in long term economic 
growth.  

5.2. Chinese Foreign Aid as Concessional Loan and Economic 
Growth  

China concessional loan is lent to Cambodia for economic infrastructure devel-
opment. These physical economic infrastructures are bridges, roads, railway, ir-
rigation systems and others. 83 percent of participants were endorsed that China 
loan as big capital inflows has contributed in short term economic growth and 
these economic infrastructures have impacted in long-term economic growth. 
Second, China grant and China concessional loan has in-directed impacted on 
foreign direct investment (FDI) by increasing investors because Cambodia has 
got good enough economic infrastructures has developed by Chinese financial 
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assistance (grant and concessional loan) brought about billions of US dollars as 
capital inflows and created big employment to Cambodia. China aid has 
in-directed impact on FDI and has a significant contribution to short term and 
long-term economic growth.  

5.3. Chinese Foreign Aid as Military’s Infrastructure Development 
and Economic Growth  

All participants were claimed that China aid as grant to training in soldiers, pre-
vention of terrorism, human trafficking, crimes across borders, human resources 
development in military services, technical assistance in military, internal poli-
tics, military armaments, military infrastructures, military clothes and materials, 
trucks, weapons and other military armaments, trainings, military infrastruc-
tures, strengthening military forces, power and military development have im-
pacted on national defense contributed economic growth. These findings were 
identified that are consistent with past researches, China was committed to offer 
an additional amount of $100 million in military aid to Cambodia during 
another a visit of National Defense Minister Wei Fenghe of China. China and 
Cambodia have continued to strengthening in friendship with each other to 
grow stronger, it was evidence that China have offered additional grants 
amounting $ 99.5 million to Cambodian military. National defense of Cambo-
dia’s spokesman told to the VOA while he was in an interview that defense offi-
cials were committed plans to spend the budget over the coming years, adding 
that the two countries were also agreed to continue their jointing military drills, 
commonly known as the Golden Dragon exercises for Cambodia and China mil-
itary. In addition, Em, a political analyst averred that China-Cambodia relations 
were reached to an all-time high, partly due to a souring degree of relations with 
Western countries. He claimed that Cambodia looked carefully to keep and 
maintain relations with the United States and European Union, both major buy-
ers of Cambodian garments and other products. Jointing military exercises with 
China have been conducted since 2016, while the Angkor Sentinel exercises pre-
viously held with the United States and Australia were cancelled [45].  

These short of loans are aimed at building economic infrastructures such as 
roads, bridges, railways, seaports. This has been claimed repeatedly by Prime 
Minister Hun Sen China aid has a huge contribution to economic growth in 
Cambodia [46]. China aid has stimulus economic growth. Economic growth has 
been impacted by all infrastructure accessibility and technology [47]. China is 
invested in Cambodia was about $14 billion that China has focused infrastruc-
ture, mine, agriculture, hydro-power grids and garment factory [48]. Based on 
the Ministry of Economy and Finance, 2017 is revealed that in terms of loans 
Cambodia has owed 3.9 billion to China (Po, 2017) [49]. China has offered loans 
for infrastructure development [38]. Upper middle countries were recognized 
the positive impact of aid flows and economic engagement on economic growth 
[50] [51]. 
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In summary, China grant was offered to civil services and arm forces in hu-
man resources development and technical assistance, medical services volunteers 
and other interests of infrastructures have contributed in short term and long 
term on economic growth but not consistent with the past researches. 

5.4. Chinese Foreign Aid as All Transportation Infrastructure  
Developments and Economic Growth  

All participants were claimed that China grant to develop some buildings and 
bridges has strengthening in bilateral relations and has a little impact on short 
term and long term economic growth. However, Chinese grant to develop phys-
ical economic infrastructures has contributed in sustainable interests and 
long-term economic growth. The findings were identified that are consistent 
with past researches, Chinese foreign aid has impacted short term and long term 
on economic growth [52]. Increasing liberal trading was positive contribution in 
short run and long-run on economic growth. But foreign aid was positive effects 
on growth in short run. DFI was positively contributed on growth in long run. 
Foreign aid was only positive impact on growth in short run [32]. The findings 
indicate that in the short run and long run capital flows (FDI, aid, and external 
debt) have negative effects on economic growth [53]. Chinese foreign aid was to 
promote Impact of both trade openness and aid inflows on economic growth is 
positive and statistically significant in both short run and long run were the re-
sults identified. Chinese foreign aid as grant to develop friendship’s buildings 
and bridges has strengthening bond and bilateral relations. The grant has a li-
mited impact on short term economic growth. Other hand, Chinese grant to de-
velop all physical infrastructures has contributed in sustainable interests in short 
term and long-term economic growth and as landmarks of meaningful China 
and relations. In summary, Chinese leaders are offered indirect aid through 
tourism industries, business infrastructures have contributed to economic 
growth via Chinese top leaders disseminated Chinese tourists to visit Cambodia. 
This is therefore, Chinese visitors have generated revenues that is contributed to 
Cambodian national interest and economic growth. 

5.5. Chinese Foreign Aid and Multilateral Aid Are Correlated to 
Economic Growth  

83 percent of participants were endorsed that China concessional loan is as a big 
capital inflow from China to Cambodia for development economic infrastruc-
ture in respect to develop buildings, bridges, roads, railways, irrigation systems 
and agricultural infrastructures, foreign direct investments, increasing on trad-
ing through accessibility of transportation and cost reduction of transportation, 
national interests have in-directed impacted on contributed in short-term and 
long-term economic growth. These findings were identified that are consistent 
with past researches, the correlation of foreign aid and economic growth have 
drawn attentions among researchers and policy maker since decades. The stu-
dies conducted by Papanek (1972), Dowling and Hiemenz (1982), Gupta and Is-
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lam (1983), Burside and Dollar (1997), Hansen and Tarp (2000), Dalgaard et al. 
(2004), Gomanee et al. (2005) and Karras (2006) found evidences that foreign 
aid positive impact on economic growth [52]. This is the same as above foreign 
aid has positively affected on economic growth in developing countries [54].  

The studies were concluded that foreign financial assistance in relation to 
education, primary education, technical assistance, population growth, good 
governance, investment, economic and trade, economic infrastructures and so-
cial infrastructures development were statistically significant impacts and con-
tribution on economic growth in short run and long run [9] [11] [12] and for-
eign aid is targeted to promote economic growth, improve public well-being, 
military capacity and humanitarian of allies infrastructures, promoting free 
market in former communist countries and economic growth [55]. However, 
China loan was one of the big sources that were contributed to economic 
growth.  

5.6. Chinese Foreign Aid to Economic Infrastructure Development 
Contribution to Short Run and Long Run on Economic Growth  

83 percent of participants claim that Chinese foreign aid as concessional loan is 
as the biggest capital inflow from China to Cambodia for development physical 
economic infrastructure and social infrastructure development in respect to de-
velop buildings, bridges, roads, railways, irrigation systems, power grids and 
agricultural infrastructures have impacted on foreign direct investment, in-
creasing on trading through accessibility of transportation and cost reduction of 
transportation, national interests have contributed in short-term and long-term 
economic growth. These findings are unique and consistent with the statements 
of the scholars [39] [40] that Chinese foreign aid on economic infrastructure 
developments contributes to economic growth in Cambodia. 

6. Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Researches 

China concessional loan is offered to develop physical economic infrastructures 
has contributed to short term and long-term economic growth. Chinese foreign 
aid to physical economic infrastructure development and economic growth in 
short run and log run. 83 percent of participants claim that Chinese foreign aid 
as concessional loan is as the biggest capital inflow from China to Cambodia for 
development physical economic infrastructure and social infrastructure devel-
opment in respect to develop buildings, bridges, roads, railways, irrigation sys-
tems, power grids and agricultural infrastructures have impacted on foreign di-
rect investment, increasing on trading through accessibility of transportation 
and cost reduction of transportation, national interests have contributed in 
short-term and long-term economic growth. Despite almost 20 percent concerns 
on the influx of China capital inflows. 

This study suggests that China financial assistance to recipient countries need 
to be more be more justification on challenges on negatives impacts of China fi-
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nancial assistance of implications of China approaches or means to recipient 
countries. Major policy implications need to consider to make foreign aid in-
creasing effectiveness and enhancing good governance on improving quality of 
economic infrastructures and economic growth. 
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